Site Plan - Fitness Equipment

Play-for-Fitness
#PE-630

- WoodCarpet (EWF)
  - 12" Compacted w/ Geotex
    [Approx. 2176sf / 101cy]
- Fall Zone

Complies With:
- ASTM (F1487-01)
- CPSC (#325)
- ADA - ADAAG

Munroe Elementary
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Site Plan - 5"OD Arch Swings

WoodCarpet (EWF)
12" Compacted w/ Geotex
[Approx. 2176sf / 101cy]

5"OD Arch Swings
5 Bays - 8' Top Rail
w/ (10) Belt Seats

Fall Zone

Complies With:
- ASTM (F1487-01)
- CPSC (#325)
- ADA - ADAAG

Munroe Elementary
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